Behavioral evidence for pattern separation in human episodic memory
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An essential feature of episodic memory is the ability to recall the multiple elements relating to one event from the multitude of elements relating to other, potentially similar events. Hippocampal pattern separation is thought to play a fundamental role in this process, by orthogonalizing the representations of overlapping events during encoding, to reduce interference between them during the process of pattern completion by which one or other is recalled. We introduce a new paradigm to test the hypothesis that similar memories, but not unrelated memories, are actively separated at encoding. Participants memorized events which were either unique or shared a common element with another event (paired “overlapping” events). We used a measure of dependency, originally devised to measure pattern completion, to quantify how much the probability of successfully retrieving associations from one event depends on successful retrieval of associations from the same event, an unrelated event or the overlapping event. In two experiments, we saw that within event retrievals were highly dependent, indicating pattern completion; retrievals from unrelated events were independent; and retrievals from overlapping events were antidependent (i.e., less than independent), indicating pattern separation. This suggests that representations of similar (overlapping) memories are actively separated, resulting in lowered dependency of retrieval performance between them, as would be predicted by the pattern separation account.

An essential feature of episodic memory is the way in which similar experiences are stored and retrieved as separate memories. It is well established that the formation of new memories and the recall of old ones rely on the hippocampus, which acts as a convergence zone to bind together disparate elements from an event into a single memory engram (O’Keefe and Nadel 1978; Tulving 1983; Damasio 1989; Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993; Davachi 2006; Eichenbaum et al. 2007). Computational models of the hippocampus have long posited that, while encoding relies on pattern separation where overlapping representations are made more distinct, presentation of a partial cue will result in pattern completion and the complete retrieval of the stored representation (Marr 1971; McClelland et al. 1995; Norman and O’Reilly 2003). Accordingly, these complementary mechanisms should allow for holistic retrieval of all aspects of an event without interference from similar overlapping experiences.

High similarity of the neural patterns associated with different memories leads to decreased accuracy (Hopfield 1982; Treves and Rolls 1992). Similar memories may therefore require a mechanism which can decorrelate their representations, reducing the risk of their interference. Representations of unrelated memories, on the other hand, already produce sufficiently different neural patterns, and so their associated patterns do not need to be actively orthogonalized in this way (Leutgeb et al. 2007).

Evidence for pattern separation has mostly been derived from rodent studies in which the dentate gyrus (DG), due to its large numbers of neurons and sparse coding, is thought to support the decorrelation of input signals before reaching CA3 (Leutgeb et al. 2007). Lesions to the DG but not CA3 of rodents result in novelty detection impairments following exposure to a new spatial environment, possibly due to increased interference from a previous environment (Hunsaker et al. 2008). In contrast, the recurrent collaterals in CA3 are thought to form an autoassociative network to support pattern completion with rodents found to show impaired object location memory when the number of cues available is reduced (Nakazawa et al. 2002; Gold and Kesner 2005).

In humans, pattern separation is often inferred behaviorally from the pattern of retrieval errors. For example, the mnemonic similarity task (MST) requires participants to recognize whether a probe item is old (i.e., previously seen, as some items are repeated), similar (a new item that is similar but not identical to a previously seen item), or new, with pattern separation indexed as the successful identification of similar items (Kirwan and Stark 2007; Stark et al. 2015). The performance on this task, however, does not tell us whether the encoded representations of similar items are more separated than of dissimilar items, but instead may reflect how accurately the original items were encoded (therefore enabling detection of the novelty of similar new items). At the neural level, it is also not clear whether observed changes to lure items reflect encoding of the lure or a recall-to-reject of previously encountered items (Hunsaker and Kesner 2013). Functional neuroimaging studies using the MST sought to solve the problem of explicit recall-to-reject by using incidental encoding and found greater activity in the DG/CA3 subregion of the hippocampus during presentation of a foil compared to presentation of a previously seen item (Bakker et al. 2008; Lacy et al. 2011).

Supporting evidence came from a number of neuroimaging studies using more complex memory representations. Similar spatial environments were found to be represented with distinct hippocampal patterns (Bonacci et al. 2012; Stokes et al. 2013), and more distinct patterns predicted later recall of the layout of the
environment (Kyle et al. 2015). The hippocampal activity patterns associated with overlapping routes (Chanales et al. 2017) and narratives with overlapping elements (Chadwick et al. 2011; Milivojevic et al. 2016) were found to diverge over time. However, these tasks either did not provide a behavioral readout or did not look at memory for multielement events.

In the current study, we focused on the role of pattern separation in preventing incorrect pattern completion in episodic memory. While the elements of each event should be bound together into coherent representations, resulting in a holistic retrieval of each event, the patterns associated with different events should be sufficiently distinct to prevent interference. Recent studies have shown that multielement events (e.g., person—location—object) are stored and retrieved as single coherent representations. That is, successful retrieval of one association from an event is statistically related to retrieval of all other associations from the same event (Horner and Burgess 2013, 2014; Horner et al. 2015; Bisby et al. 2018). This within-event dependency across retrievals and the holistic manner in which events are reexperienced is consistent with pattern completion. In addition, neuroimaging evidence has shown that the individual elements from an event are represented by activity in separate neocortical regions; at retrieval all elements, including the non-cue/non-target item, are reinstated when a single association is tested, and this reinstatement is supported by the hippocampus (Horner et al. 2015).

The observed within-event dependency across retrievals of associations from events offers a potential basis to examine pattern separation processes at the behavioral level. For instance, while retrievals of associations within an event are related, retrieval success between separate unrelated events should be independent. Further, as pattern separation aims to reduce interference of overlapping memories by making their representations less similar, the retrieval success across two events that share a common element (e.g., the same object used in two separate events) should show a decreased dependency if subject to pattern separation encoding. That is, the probability of making a successful retrieval from one event should be dependent on the retrieval of all other elements from that event but independent from retrieval success of elements from an unrelated event, and “negatively dependent” (i.e., showing decreased dependency) from a related event with which it shares an element.

Across two experiments, we aimed to assess the pattern of retrievals both within and across events for evidence of pattern separation- and pattern completion-like processes. Similar to previous work (Horner and Burgess 2013, 2014; Horner et al. 2015; Bisby et al. 2018; Joensen et al. 2019; Ngo et al. 2019), we instructed participants to encode multielement events involving a person, a location, and an object. Some of the events overlapped with another event, that is, they shared a common element (e.g., the same person was part of both events). Other events were fully unique (nonoverlapping) and didn’t share any elements with other events (Fig. 1). At test, associative accuracy was assessed using a six-alternative forced choice test.

We assessed the statistical dependency of success in retrieving different associations from either the same event or from different events, where within-event dependency is thought to reflect pattern completion—a common process in retrieving, for example, both the location and the person in an event, when cued by the object (see Horner and Burgess 2013, 2014). Here we are additionally interested in the dependency between retrievals from different events as a function of whether or not they share an element. For instance, the probability of retrieving a person when cued by an object for both events, and events, where events, and events, could be either unrelated or overlapping). The dependency measure reflected how often these associations are retrieved either both correctly or both incorrectly.

To account for the performance levels of each participant across different types of element, and levels of guessing, the dependency measure in each analysis was compared to independent and dependent models, predicting respectively the level of dependency expected from independent pairwise associations and from associations modulated by a common factor for each event (estimated from other within-event associations; Horner and Burgess 2014). According to the pattern separation account of memory formation, the representations of overlapping events will actively separate to prevent interference, leading to reduced dependency in retrievals from one event on retrievals from the other event than that observed for unrelated, nonoverlapping events.

**Results**

**Experiment I**

**Associative accuracy**

Overall accuracy across all trials was good (66.42%, SD = 17.66) and well above chance (chance would be 16.7% given the six test options). Analysis of performance across cue-type (collapsed across retrieval-type) using a 2 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of event type (overlapping, nonoverlapping) and cue-type (person, location, object) showed a significant main effect of event type ($F_{(1,29)} = 13.41, P = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.32$) with slightly higher accuracy in overlapping events. There was no significant main effect of cue type ($F_{(2,58)} = 2.56, P = 0.09, \eta^2 = 0.08$) nor a cue-type × event interaction ($F_{(2,58)} = 0.07, P = 0.93, \eta^2 < 0.01$). A similar 2 × 3
ANOVA on target-type (collapsed across cue-type) showed no main effect of retrieved type \((F_{2,58} = 2.31, P = 0.11, \eta^2 = 0.07)\). The main effect of event was the same as in the cue-type analysis. There was no interaction between retrieved type and event type \((F_{2,58} = 1.96, P = 0.15, \eta^2 = 0.06)\); (see Table 1).

Within-events dependency
Dependency was assessed by constructing contingency tables for retrieving two elements when cued with the third element, and retrieving one element when cued by the other two elements across retrieval trials (see Materials and Methods). We then calculated within-event dependency \(D\) in the data by taking the proportion of events where elements were both correctly or incorrectly retrieved (Table 3). This dependency was then compared to the amount of dependency predicted if retrievals from the same event were completely independent \(D_i\) or dependent \(D_d\); see Materials and Methods for more information on how the models were constructed. We compared dependency in the data with both independent and dependent models separately for nonoverlapping and overlapping events. A \(2 \times 3\) repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of event type (nonoverlapping, overlapping) and dependency measure \((D, D_i, D_d)\) showed a significant interaction between event type and dependency \((F_{1,52,9.82} = 9.82, P = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.25; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected)\).

To further assess the interaction, we first analyzed overlapping and nonoverlapping events separately, comparing the data to independent and dependent models. For nonoverlapping events, we found greater within-event dependency in the data compared to the independent model \((D > D_i, t_{29} = 7.41, P < 0.001, d = 1.33)\) and less than the dependent model \((D < D_d, t_{29} = 4.06, P < 0.001, d = 0.75)\). Similarly for overlapping events, dependency in the data was greater than the independent model \((D > D_i, t_{29} = 9.00, P < 0.001, d = 1.66)\) and less than the dependent model \((D < D_d, t_{29} = 10.46, P < 0.001, d = 1.67)\) (Fig. 2).

We next performed a direct comparison of dependency between nonoverlapping and overlapping events. We calculated a difference score between each participant’s dependency and the independent model \((D - D_i)\) and between each participant’s dependency and the dependent model \((D - D_d)\). This reflected a relative dependency level; positive scores indicated a higher dependency level than predicted by the average performance under the relevant model. We then compared the relative dependency scores between nonoverlapping and overlapping events.

There was no difference between nonoverlapping and overlapping events in the amount of dependency relative to the independent model \((D - D_i, t_{29} = 1.87, P = 0.077, d = 0.34)\). A comparison of dependency relative to the dependent model showed a significant difference between events \((D - D_d, t_{29} = 3.04, P = 0.005, d = 0.55)\) with less dependency in the data compared to the dependent model for overlapping events. Importantly, both nonoverlapping and overlapping events showed greater dependency in the data than predicted by the independent model.

Dependency in matched events
As we have proposed, successful pattern separation between events that share a common element would likely reduce dependency due to the decorrelation of neural representations of those events. To examine this prediction, we examined the amount of dependency across matched overlapping events that shared a common element (i.e., whether retrieval success of an association from one event is dependent on the retrieval success of the matching association from an overlapping event) and compared this to the amount of dependency across nonoverlapping events. Associations where the common element was the cue were not included in this analysis.

We calculated dependency in the data and corresponding independent and dependent models across pairs of matched, overlapping events (see Materials and Methods for how this was achieved).

First, we looked at whether dependency in retrievals from overlapping events differed from nonoverlapping events. We ran a \(2 \times 3\) repeated-measures ANOVA with factors event type (nonoverlapping, overlapping) and dependency measure \((D, D_i, D_d)\). It is important to note that the measures used here are the within-event dependency measures for the nonoverlapping events and the across-events dependency measures for the overlapping events. As expected, we found a significant interaction \((F_{1,46,42.24} = 37.91, P < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.57, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected)\).

To test the hypothesis that the overlap leads to a lowered dependency across matched events, we compared the amount of across-event dependency to its independent model for overlapping, matched events. We tested whether the retrieval of associations from one event depends on the retrieval of associations from its matched event. As predicted, this across-events dependency was lower than the independent model \((D < D_i, t_{29} = 2.70, P = 0.011, d = 0.48)\), and lower than the dependent model \((D < D_d, t_{29} = 4.48, P < 0.001, d = 1.17)\) (third set of three bars in Fig. 3). This pattern is different to the one observed in the within-events dependency comparisons where the dependency in data was higher than predicted by the independent model (Fig. 2). The lower than baseline (independent model) dependency supports the hypothesis that the representations of similar events are actively separated.

Across participants, the level of relative dependency also was highly correlated with the interference measure, that is, the correlation between accuracy on overlapping pairs of events \((r = 0.80, P < 0.001)\).

Next, we directly compared the dependency between nonoverlapping and overlapping events. Here again, we used the within-event dependency measures for the nonoverlapping events and the across-events dependency measures for the overlapping events. The level of dependency relative to the independent model was lower for the overlapping events \((D - D_i, t_{29} = 6.90, P < 0.001, d = 1.26)\). A comparison of dependency relative to the dependent model also showed a significant difference between events \((D - D_d, t_{29} = 4.66, P < 0.001, d = 0.85)\), with lower dependency as compared to the dependent model in the overlapping events.

Table 1. Experiment 1: Proportion correct (SD) for associative memory performance across nonoverlapping and overlapping events for each cue and retrieval type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cue type</th>
<th>Retrieval type</th>
<th>Nonoverlap</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Nonoverlap</td>
<td>Overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.63 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.64 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.22)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>0.62 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of across-events relative dependencies

Crucially, we wanted to see whether the dependency score relative to the independent model for the matched pairs of events differed from the relative dependency for unrelated pairs. If matched events are stored more independently than what would be expected from unrelated memories, this would provide evidence for pattern separation of overlapping episodic memories. To test this, we randomly paired unrelated events (separately for events of nonoverlapping and overlapping type). Unrelated events of overlapping type were the events that did have a matched pair, but here were paired up with another (unrelated) event to calculate the across-events dependency. For example, if event1, overlapped with event2, in this analysis it could be randomly paired with any other event from the set of overlapping paired events (e.g., event3) but not with the event2. This created pairs of events that were of unrelated, overlapping type with no shared elements (in contrast to pairs of matched events which shared one common element with each other).

We then calculated the across-events dependency measures for these pairs in the same way as for the matched pairs of events (see above). This was to ensure that the lowered dependency is not a result of the event type, but rather that it is specific to pairs of matched events with a common element. In other words, we wanted to see whether the need for active separation of two related episodes leads to a “negative” relative dependency between them.

As each analysis used a randomly created set of unrelated event pairs, the specific pairs selected in any given analysis could have affected the results. We therefore ran each analysis 1000 times and used a Brown’s method (i.e., an extension to the Fisher’s combined probability test; Brown 1975; Poole et al. 2016) which provides a combined P-value for nonindependent tests.

Each analysis compared the relative dependency in the matched pairs (which was the same in all 1000 analyses, as these pairs were not randomly selected) to the relative dependency in the same number of unrelated pairs of events, with different unrelated pairs selected each time.

As would be predicted by a pattern separation account, the matched events showed lower relative dependency than unrelated events of nonoverlapping type, \( P < 0.008 \), and of overlapping type, \( P < 0.006 \) (Fig. 3). The two types of unrelated events (i.e., chosen from overlapping or nonoverlapping events) were not significantly different from each other, \( P = 0.532 \), and neither was significantly different from their baseline, i.e., the independent model (\( P = 0.497 \) for unrelated nonoverlapping events and \( P = 0.475 \) for unrelated overlapping events; Fig. 3).

**Figure 2.** Mean dependency for the observed data, the independent model and the dependent model for the within-event analysis. The error bars represent ±1 SEM. (*) \( P < 0.001 \).

### Experiment 2

Experiment 1 compared the dependency in retrieval of associations from events that were fully unique or that shared a common element with another event (i.e., overlapping events). The results were consistent with pattern separation of overlapping memories. Experiment 2 set out to replicate these behavioral results while measuring brain activity in an fMRI task (not reported here).

### Associative accuracy

Overall accuracy was slightly lower than in Experiment 1, at 54.85% (SD = 19.43), but still well above the chance level of 16.7%. Analysis of performance across cue-types (collapsed across retrieval-types) using a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed no effect of cue type \( (F_{2,58} = 0.03, P = 0.967, \eta^2 = 0.001) \), and analysis of performance across retrieved-type (collapsed across cue-type) also showed no effect of retrieved-type \( (F_{2,58} = 1.60, P = 0.212, \eta^2 = 0.09) \). The means and standard deviations for accuracy across different cue and retrieval types for both conditions are in Table 2.

### Within-events dependency

As in Experiment 1, the within-events dependency was assessed by constructing contingency tables for retrieving two elements when cued with the third element, and retrieving one element when cued by the other two elements across retrieval trials (see Materials and Methods of Experiment 1). The within-event dependency \( (D) \) in the data was calculated as the proportion of events where elements were both correctly or incorrectly retrieved. This dependency measure was then compared to the amount of dependency predicted if retrievals from the same event were completely independent \( (D_i) \) or dependent \( (D_d) \); see Materials

**Figure 3.** Mean across-event dependency for pairs of unrelated events (first set of three bars: unrelated, nonoverlapping events; second set of three bars: unrelated, overlapping events) and pairs of matched, overlapping events (third set of three bars). The data for unrelated pairs was obtained by randomly selecting pairs of unrelated events (separately for overlapping and nonoverlapping events) and calculating the dependency and the models, and repeating this procedure 1000 times, each time with a different set of random pairs. The P-values were obtained using Brown’s method for combining tests of significance (Brown 1975). The bars represent the mean relative dependency, and the error bars represent the mean standard error across the 1000 tests (unrelated events) or ±1 standard error (matched events). (*) \( P < 0.01 \); (**) \( P < 0.001 \).
and Methods of Experiment 1 for more information on how the models were constructed).

The within-event dependency in the data was greater than the independent model ($D > Di$, $t_{29} = 7.38$, $P < 0.001$, $d = 1.35$) and lower than the dependent model ($D < Dd$, $t_{29} = 11.09$, $P < 0.001$, $d = 2.02$) (Fig. 4).

### Dependency in matched events

As in Experiment 1, we examined the amount of dependency across matched overlapping events that shared a common element (i.e., whether retrieval success of an element from one event is dependent on the retrieval success of an element from an overlapping event). We calculated dependency in the data and corresponding independent and dependent models across pairs of events (see Materials and Methods of Experiment 1).

Consistently with the behavioral study, the across-events dependency was lower than the independent model ($D < Di$, $t_{29} = 3.04$, $P = 0.001$, $d = 0.56$), and lower than the dependent model ($D < Dd$, $t_{29} = 8.54$, $P < 0.001$, $d = 1.56$) (Fig. 5).

### Comparison of across-events relative dependencies

As in Experiment 1, we calculated a relative dependency measure (difference score between each participant's dependency and its independent model: $D - Di$). We looked at whether the relative dependency score is lower for overlapping events than for pairs of unrelated events. As before, in order to create unrelated pairs, we randomly selected sets of two events with no shared elements. We then calculated the across-events dependency measure for these pairs in the same way as for the matched pairs of events (see Materials and Methods of Experiment 1). Because each analysis selected a random set of unrelated pairs, we repeated the procedure 1000 times, with different unrelated pairs selected each time, and used the Brown's method to combine the probability values (Brown 1975; Poole et al. 2016).

Supporting the results from Experiment 1, we found that overlapping events had lower relative dependency than the unrelated events ($P = 0.001$). The dependency in unrelated events was not different from baseline, i.e., the independent model ($P = 0.289$) (Fig. 5).

### Discussion

Computational models of hippocampal function propose that similar memories are stored as distinct nonoverlapping representations through a process of pattern separation (Marr 1971). This process is complementary to pattern completion by which a subset of cues from a previous experience can reactivate the stored pattern representing that experience (Marr 1971; Hopfield 1982; McClelland et al. 1995; Rolls 2015). These processes therefore give rise to two complementary characteristics of memory such that even similar events are stored as independent nonoverlapping representations, and that all elements of an event can be retrieved in a holistic manner. To test these hypotheses, we examined whether events that share a common element would be represented as more distinct than unrelated events, as assessed by the relationships between retrievals from within and between the overlapping or unrelated events.

Since the role of pattern separation at encoding is to reduce interference during pattern completion at retrieval, we adapted a pattern completion task to provide a measure of both processes. Two experiments provided consistent results. While retrievals from within the same event show increased statistical dependency (as predicted by pattern completion), retrievals from overlapping events showed lower dependency than expected from unrelated events. This supports the proposal that pattern separation serves to decorrelate similar inputs by transforming their representations into orthogonal patterns (Marr 1971; McClelland et al. 1995).

Our results are consistent with the view that events are stored as coherent representations and retrieved in a holistic manner. In accordance with previous studies, we found greater dependency in the retrieval of elements from the same event (Horner and Burgess 2013, 2014; Horner et al. 2015; Bisby et al. 2018), supporting the holistic way in which episodic memories are stored and retrieved (Figs. 2, 4; Tulving 1983). We assume that within-event dependency reflects the associative structure in which event elements are bound together into single representation. When cued by a single event element, all associated within-event elements are reinstated. This is consistent with computational models of hippocampal pattern completion and the way event elements are stored in an autoassociative network in which presentation of a partial cue will cause reinstatement of all associated event elements (Marr 1971; Hopfield 1982; McClelland et al. 1995). Neuroimaging evidence, using a similar task and dependency measure as we used here, is also complementary to our results in suggesting that all within-event elements are reinstated in neocortical areas and this reinstatement is supported by the hippocampus (Horner et al. 2015) and more specifically, region CA3 (Grande et al. 2019).

Within-event dependency was also seen in events even when they overlapped with other events (i.e., they shared a common element). This finding is important as it suggests that, while pattern separation should specifically affect representations that may interfere with each other due to their similarity (i.e., representations of overlapping events), the constituent elements of each of these events, which needs to be bound into coherent narratives, are not separated but instead continue to show pattern completion. This is consistent with findings from rats which showed that the hippocampus binds information encountered in the same context together while separating events from different contexts (Wills et al. 2005; McKenzie et al. 2014).

While retrieval of within-event elements should show high dependency, we should not observe the same pattern of results...
in across-event dependency (i.e., the extent to which retrieving an association from one event depends on the retrieval of associations from another event). If events are represented as separate engrams, we would expect that the dependency in the retrieval of their respective associations will be independent, that is, as predicted by the independent model. For unrelated pairs of events this was indeed found to be the case (Figs. 3, 5).

Interestingly, and crucially for our hypothesis, retrievals across overlapping events (i.e., events with one element in common) showed a level of dependency that was significantly lower than predicted by the independent model (Figs. 3, 5). For dependency to be less than expected by the independent model, the probability of retrieving an association from one event must be negatively related to the probability of retrieving an association from its overlapping event. Although overlapping events shared an element and so might be expected to become associated during learning, the success on the task depended on the ability to discriminate between the two events in order to avoid interference, which we propose is achieved by an increased separation of their respective representations. The finding that the dependency was “negative” only for the matched pairs from overlapping events, but not for pairs from unrelated events, suggests that the results are not simply due to the fact that events that are not fully unique are processed in a different way; rather, the increased separation occurs only for the specific pairs of events which share an element in common and not for all events that happen to share a common element with another event. The role of pattern separation may be therefore to accentuate the differences between similar events, as distinct (unrelated) memories already produce sufficiently different output and do not suffer from the same interference (Leutgeb et al. 2004; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski 2004; Lacy et al. 2011).

A potential alternative explanation for reduced dependency across overlapping events could be retrieval induced forgetting, where retrieval of an association with a shared element impairs later retrieval of the paired association (i.e., the association with the same element) from the other event. To address this, in a post-hoc analysis we analyzed the dependency between retrievals of matched associations from overlapping events that did not include a common item, that is, dependency between retrievals of associations A1–B1 and A2–B2 (tested in either order), where the two overlapping events comprised items A1,B1,C and A2,B2,C. We found that the dependency between these associations from overlapping events was significantly lower than for corresponding associations between unrelated events, despite there being relatively few trials for this analysis (P = 0.015, d = 0.40, combined across both experiments using Brown’s method as described in Materials and Methods).

The high dependency within events and lowered dependency across overlapping events are consistent with the proposed role of the different hippocampal mechanisms in storage of episodic memories (e.g., McNaughton and Morris 1987). The autoassociative network of the CA3 is proposed to store learnt associations in its recurrent connections, which allows for linking all elements of a memory together and for their reinstatement through pattern completion at retrieval. This underlies the holistic retrieval of all memory elements, as suggested by the high within-events dependency in the current study. While event-elements are bound together, different events are stored as distinct memory engrams. However, as neural patterns associated with different stored memories become more similar, the retrieval accuracy falls (Hopfield 1982; Amit et al. 1987; Treves and Rolls 1992), and so there is a need for a mechanism that actively decorrelates similar inputs to avoid subsequent interference. This is performed by the dentate gyrus which decorrelates the representations of similar memories by “selecting” a different population of CA3 neurons for their storage, driving their respective representations further apart (Marr 1971; Treves et al. 2008). As a result, similar memories have less similar representations than unrelated memories do on average. These two mechanisms ensure that the overlapping representations are less likely to interfere with each other while their constituent elements are bound together into single representations. This shows the complementary functions of pattern separation and completion in supporting episodic memory.

Our paradigm extends upon research examining pattern separation processes in humans by using a task that segregates the encoding and retrieval phases, and distinguish between successful encoding and pattern separation. Pattern separation and pattern completion operate at, respectively, encoding and retrieval, and so it has been suggested that an appropriate task should be one where the process of interest (separation or completion) is the most appropriate strategy (Hunsaker and Kesner 2013; Liu et al. 2016). The continuous version of the MST requires “recall-to-reject” in addition to intentional encoding, making it difficult to separate the two processes, an issue recognized by the authors (Kirwan and Stark 2007). The study-test version, although separates encoding and retrieval, still does not examine whether the encoded representations of similar items are more separated than those of dissimilar items, and may instead reflect the accuracy of encoding of the previously seen items.

Our findings are consistent with a study where similar scenes were paired with either two different facial stimuli, and so needed to be discriminated, or with the same face. The demand to distinguish between the similar scenes led to reduced interference of those scenes in a subsequent association task with novel stimuli (Favila et al. 2016). The need for discrimination and the subsequent reduction in interference were both related to decreased similarity in the scenes’ hippocampal representations assessed by fMRI. This is consistent with the view that pattern separation serves to reduce interference, in the context of separation of similar static scenes rather than the multielement events studied here. The current task provides another way of looking at behavioral pattern separation while overcoming some of the limitations of pattern separation/completion tasks outlined by Liu et al. (2016) and others (Kirwan and Stark 2007; Hunsaker and Kesner 2013).

The current task targets the associative role of the hippocampus in multielement episodic memory. The hippocampus is
thought to be specifically required for contextual or relational memory as opposed to memory for individual items or a feeling of familiarity (Uncapher and Rugg 2005; Horner et al. 2012; Aggleton and Brown 1999). Item memory, on the other hand, may be processed in other medial temporal lobe structures (e.g., perirhinal cortex) (McClelland et al. 1995; Eichenbaum et al. 2007), but see also (Squire and Zola-Morgan 1991). Although the use of an old/new recognition paradigm with similar foils may require the hippocampus for recollection of small details rather than familiarity (Holdstock et al. 2002), it does not require pattern separation at encoding and so does not directly address the formation of separated representations for storage to avoid interference during recall.

In conclusion, we present a novel and relatively process-pure way of behaviorally investigating pattern separation. We propose that the lowered ("negative") dependency in retrieval of associations from overlapping events results from the need to differentiate their neural representations through pattern separation. This finding is specific to pairs of events with a common element and not to pairs of unrelated events (whose retrieval was found to be independent from each other), which confirms the predictions regarding how similar episodic memories are represented.

Materials and Methods

Experiment 1

Participants

Thirty-nine participants were recruited from the University College London student population. Seven participants were excluded due to poor overall task accuracy (below 25%) and two due to too high accuracy (above 90%); very high performance resulted in too low variability to give reliable results in the dependency analysis (see below). The remaining 30 participants (25 females, 5 males; sample size exceeds related behavioral studies, Horner and Burgess 2013, 2014) had a mean age of 25.61 (SD = 6.22), had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were English speakers and were familiar with Western culture including major celebrities and politicians (self-reported). The study was approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee and all participants provided written informed consent prior to taking part in the study. Following completion of the test, participants were debriefed and paid for their time.

Materials

Word stimuli included 40 famous people (e.g., Tom Cruise, Barack Obama), 40 locations (e.g., supermarket, kitchen) and 40 objects (e.g., necklace, bottle). Before attending the study, participants selected famous people they were familiar with from a list of 60 candidates; out of all familiar to the participant, 40 were chosen at random (all participants were familiar with at least 40 people from the full list). Stimuli were combined to create 45 three-element events with each event consisting of a person, location, and object. Fifteen of these events were unique from each other in that they shared no common elements (i.e., nonoverlapping events; Event 3 in Fig. 1A). The remaining 30 events were combined to create 15 sets of two events in which the two events of a set shared one common element (i.e., overlapping events; Events 1 and 2 in Fig. 1A). Pairs of overlapping events with a shared element will be referred to as matched events. For matched events, the common element (person, location, or object) was counterbalanced across event sets. Novel randomized events were created for each participant. The Cogent 2000 toolbox (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) for Matlab R2016a (MathWorks) was used for stimulus presentation and data collection. We used white text on gray background, and Helvetica font of size 30.

Procedure

The experiment consisted of a study phase and a test phase (Fig. 1B, C). During the study phase, participants encoded a total of 45 event triplets with each comprising a person, location and object. Each trial began with a 0.5 sec fixation period, after which participants were presented with one of the event triplets (Fig. 1A). All three elements remained on the screen for 8 sec and participants were instructed to imagine all event elements interacting as vividly as possible. The screen location of each element type (person, location, object) was randomized across encoding trials. The trial ended with a blank screen presented for 1.5 sec. Events were only shown once during the study phase.

At test, associative accuracy was assessed using a six alternative forced choice test. On each trial, following a 0.5 sec fixation, participants were presented with one of the previously encoded items at the top of the screen (cue) and six possible “target” items were presented below (Fig. 1B). They were then instructed to decide which of the targets had previously appeared in the same event as the cue. All targets on a single test trial were of the same category and all appeared in the study phase as elements of different events. For example, if cueing with the person to retrieve the associated location, all six options were of locations. Participants were given 8 sec to select their option via button press. All possible cue-target pairs were tested in both directions (e.g., cue with the person to retrieve the location, cue with the location to retrieve the person), giving a total of 270 trials. The order of trials was randomized. Each trial terminated with a 1.5 sec blank screen.

Analysis of within-event dependency

We created 2 × 2 contingency tables for each participant. For within-event dependency, the contingency tables were based on (i) the probability of retrieving two items from the same event when cued by the remaining item from that event (AbAc; e.g., retrieving either a person “b” or a location “c” when cued by an object “A”), and (ii) the probability of retrieving an item when cued by the two remaining items from the event (BaCa; e.g., retrieving a person “a” when cued either by a location “B” or an object “C”).

This measure was then compared to an independent model and a dependent model calculated individually for each participant. This within-subject comparison accounted for individual differences in performance on the raw dependency score. The models estimated the level of dependency based on the average performance and level of guessing. The independent model assumed that the retrieval of any two elements from the same event is completely independent and is contingent only on the overall accuracy level. It was calculated by multiplying the probabilities of separately retrieving two elements from the categories in question.

The dependent model additionally adjusted the predicted level of dependency by an event-specific “episodic factor”—a measure of the average performance on a given event (across all other retrieval trials for that event) relative to the overall performance. The probability of retrieving any association from an event was weighted by the episodic factor for that event. The dependent model also accounted for the level of guessing; the episodic factor affected the probability of intentional retrieval but not the probability of correct guessing, which is assumed to be independent (see Table 3).

For each participant, we calculated the measure of dependency as well as the independent and dependent models separately for events of nonoverlapping and overlapping types. This was to check whether both types are retrieved as complete events (i.e., both show high within-event dependency).

Analysis of across-event dependency

The contingency tables for dependencies across pairs of matched events were based on the probability of correctly or incorrectly retrieving associations from both events. Unlike in the “standard” within-event dependency described above, where both compared associations (e.g., Ab and Ac) came from the same event, each association came from a different event from a pair (event, and event2).

Importantly, for calculation of the dependency measure and
models we excluded the trials in which the overlapping element was a cue, as these types of trials had two possible correct answers, and potentially a retrieval of the incorrect pair could interfere with the retrieval of the appropriate element. Here the contingency tables were based on (i) how the probability of retrieving a specific association depends on the probability of retrieving the same type of association from the corresponding paired event (Ab1Ab2; where A is not the shared item), (ii) how the retrieval of an item from one event depends on the retrieval of a different-type item from the corresponding event when cued by the same-type items (Ab1Ac2; where A is not the shared item), and (iii) the probability of retrieval of the same-type items when cued by different-type items in each event (Ba1Ca2; where A is the shared item, because pairs where the shared element is the cue were excluded).

### Experiment 2

**Participants**

Thirty-three neurologically healthy participants were recruited from the student population at the University College London. Three participants were excluded due to low performance (<20% accuracy). The accuracy threshold was lowered to reflect the overall lower performance in this study, potentially caused by the different setup (sitting at a desk versus lying in an MRI scanner). The remaining 30 participants (10 males) had a mean age 24.43 (SD = 3.87), normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were right handed. Participants were paid £20 for the scanning session. The study was approved by the University College London Research Ethics Committee (1825/003) and informed consent was obtained before the session. Following completion of the test, participants were debriefed and paid for their time.

**Materials**

The same stimuli as in Experiment 1 were used. As shown above, the dependency results for pairs of unrelated events were the same regardless of whether those pairs consisted of fully unique events or events which shared a common element with another event. Therefore, in this experiment only events of overlapping type were used, allowing for the use of a higher number of overlapping pairs while minimizing the overall time in the scanner. Word stimuli included 30 famous people (e.g., Tom Cruise, Barack Obama), 30 locations (e.g., supermarket, kitchen), and 30 objects (e.g., necklace, bottle). Participants selected famous people they were familiar with from a list of 60 candidates before attending the session. Following completion of the test, participants were debriefed and paid for their time.

### Analysis

All analyses of behavioral data were the same as described in Experiment 1, with the exception that here only events of overlapping type were used.
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